
Theory Quiz
Take this quiz to see if you are ready to move on to a musictheoryfast intensive course

Circle the correct answers.

NAME ................................................................................................

Note and rest names and durations
 1. What is the name of this note?  q....................................... crotchet minim quaver
 
 2. What is the name of this rest?   ∑–– ........................................ crotchet minim quaver
    rest rest rest

 3. How many  És are there in a  q? ....................................... 2 3 4

 4. How many ss are there in a  q? ........................................ 2 4 6

 5. How many xê 
s are there in a  j? ........................................ 4 8 12

Keys and key signatures
 6. How many sharps are there in the key of D major ? ............. 0 1 2

 7. How many flats are there in the key of D minor ? ................ 0 1 2

Time Signatures
 8. What would be the correct time signature for these two bars?

     q q q \ n n q ]   .................................. $ # P 
 9. What does this time signature mean?

   c  ................................................... ! K $
Music Layout
Circle CORRECT or WRONG for questions 10-16 :

 10. The Treble Clef  ................................................... CORRECT WRONG

 11.  The Key Signature (G major)  ............................................... CORRECT WRONG

 12. The Time Signature (three crotchet beats in the bar)  ........... CORRECT WRONG

 13. The number of beats in the bar ............................................. CORRECT WRONG
 
 14. The way the notes are beamed  .............................................. CORRECT WRONG

 15. The direction of note stems (up and down)  .......................... CORRECT WRONG P.T.O.

&



Bass Clef and Ledger Lines
 16. What note is this?

   ?j=|  ................................................... B C D

 17. What note is this?

   &b=|  ................................................... F G A

Performance Directions
 18. What does Allegro mean?  ................................................... slow smooth fast

 19. What does diminuendo mean? ............................................... get get get quieter    quieter slower and slower

 20. What does legato mean?  ................................................... slow smooth fast

 21. What does  {}  mean?  ................................................... important play repeat     staccato

 22. What does Ÿ mean?  ................................................... turn trill tremolo

 23. What does U mean?  ................................................... pause break staccato

 24. Which of these signs is a sharp? ........................................... b B ½
 
 25. Which of these notes is held the longest? ............................. j  q q¥q     .

Chords
 26. What are the notes of the arpeggio of C major?  .................. C D E C E A C E G
   (They are also the notes of the chord and broken chord)

What was your TOTAL SCORE ?
 
  21 or above  Fine, you'll manage the course well

  17 or above  You should be OK

  16 or below  You could do with more practice! 

I recommend the Theory of Music Workbooks by Naomi Yandell, 
published by Trinity College of Music, London. 

The Grade 3 workbook is very useful.


